Developed an extension to OWL that allows one to support collections and constraints where support collections and constraints where membership in the collections can be computed by finite automata
What is Logic Program?
It is the use of mathematic logic for computer program. The logic programming is the use of logic as both a declarative and procedural representation language. It is based upon the fact that a backwards theorem-prover applied to declarative sentences in the form of implications: applied to declarative sentences in the form of implications: If B 1 and … and B n then H It also treats the implications as goal-reduction procedures: to show/solve H, show/solve B 1 and … and B n .
Example of Logic Program
As the implication:
If you press the alarm signal button, then you alert the driver of the train of a possible emergency As the procedure:
To alert the driver of the train of a possible emergency, press To alert the driver of the train of a possible emergency, press the alarm signal button.
Stable Model Semantics
This model was proposed by Gelfond and Lifschitz in 1988. It defines a declarative semantics for logic program with negation as failure. Let P be a logic program and Q be a subset of variables of P. Let P Q be the program. Let P Q be the program. If the program contains clause C of P, which contains the negated variable Not A in its body such that A Q, then C is not counted. If a body of clause contains a negated Not A such that A Q, then Not A is not counted from the clause body. If Q is a least Herbrand model of P Q , then Q is a stable model of P.
Computing Stable Model
Consider the following logic program: x2:-¬x1 x1:-¬x2 Truth 
Denotation in Description Logic
Consider following denotation in Description Logic:
An Example OWL Document
The denotation in DL is equivalent to following OWL code : We decided to extend OWL to support collections.
Collections are a natural part of the world that we need to model such as protein sequences, SSN, email ID, etc.
A recent extension to answer set programming is to support constraints where membership in the sets can be computed by finite automata. In this extension, new types of constraints are introduced that allow for a more compact representation of problem in answer set programming. We attempted to extend OWL with feature from this new approach to answer set programming.
Design
Created the following language constructs to support collections and finite automata constraints 1. CollectionClass 2. memberClassOf 3. collectionClassOf 3. collectionClassOf 4. instanceOf 
